
Onnet is a system that allows for checking of Licensed Network 
Operator information based on the National numbering plan and the 
number portability database. Onnet works in different ways: From 
SMS checking services to a ready to be used and personalized App.

Onnet from a consumer perspective:

‘Instantly see which of your friends share your operator’
 

Commercial chances – the Regulator
The regulator wants to offer information services to the consumer.
What can we propose? Please find below our ideas:
• We launch a SMS service for feature phones to check if a 

number is ONnet / Offnet ? Consumers can send the telephone 
number to a predefined shortcode and receive an answer by text 
message.

• We launch an mobile app with two functions;
 - Single number lookup part
 - Newsfeed of the Regulator
• We launch or better integrate the search function on the website 

of the regulator.

Commercial chances – the Operator
The operator (mobile & fixed) wants to inform their customers who 
they can call with an ONnet tariff.
• We launch a SMS service for feature phones to check if a 

number is ONnet / Offnet ? Consumers can send the telephone 
number to a predefined shortcode and receive an answer by text 
message.

• We launch an mobile app with three functions;
 - Single number lookup part
 - Contact list look up
 - Newsfeed of the Operator
• We launch or better integrate the search function on the website 

of the operator.

Commercial chances – the Operator
The operator offers financial services like for instance Mobile Money 
for their customers. The operator wants to inform their customers 
whom they can transfer money to. To transfer money is only allowed 
within their own network.
Functional:
• We launch a SMS service for feature phones to check if a 

number is ONnet / Offnet ? Consumers can send the telephone 
number to a predefined shortcode and receive an answer by text 
message.

• We integrate the app of the operator with new functions like;
 - Single number lookup part
 - Contact list look up

Please contact PortingXS to explore your possibilities with Onnet!

sales@portingxs.com
+31 70 219 99 99
www.portingxs.com

Onnet
‘INSTANTLY SEE WHICH OF YOUR FRIENDS 
SHARE YOUR OPERATOR’


